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�e Prince had fallen in love.
Unable to take his eyes o� the mysterious Cinderella from the moment
she had walked into the ballroom, the Prince had danced, talked and

smiled with her for hours...
 

And then the clock had struck midnight.
Without warning or reason, Cinderella had gathered up her dress and
run out of the ballroom - through the palace and out the front door.
�e Prince had called out a�er her, but to no avail - she was gone -

save for one of her shimmering, glass slippers, le� behind on the grand
staircase.

 

�e Prince spent days combing the countryside for his beloved, but she
had disappeared. Desperate for help, the Prince gathered all the

prominent townsfolk to the palace, hoping that one of them may know
where to �nd her...
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Game contains:

Players: 2-4
Ages: 10+

Play time: 10mins

18 Cinderella cards

9 Yes/No tokens

 9 plastic diamond tokens

1 velvet bag

and this rulebook



�e Big Idea
Too Many Cinderellas is a card game in which players take on the roles of some 
of the most influential people in the kingdom. Your job (using the confused 
memories of the Prince to your advantage) is to make him come to believe that 
your servant, friend or relative is in actuality Cinderella.

Can you persuade the Prince to marry who you choose? Of course, other 
informants are spreading rumours and gossip about their own candidates, so 
you must be prepared to assertively dismiss some of what others will tell him, 
without giving away your true intentions.

Many possible Cinderella will be offered to the Prince. Who will he believe and 
which Cinderella will he decide to marry?

�e Cinderella cards
The Cinderella cards have two uses:

- When they are in a player’s hand they represent a marriage candidate for the 
Prince – a possible Cinderella. While in a player’s hand, the rumour text at the 
bottom of each card has no effect.

- When the cards are played to the table, the person on the card is irrelevant, 
only the Rumour text at the bottom of the card is in effect.

In other words, a card in a player’s hand is a Cinderella, but, that same card 
when played on the table is not a Cinderella, it is a Rumour. 3



Rank
Every card has its own rank. The 
smaller the number, the higher 
the rank.

Picture
Each card represents one of the 
possible Cinderellas for the 
Prince to choose from.

Fact file
These words and icons tell you 
about each possible Cinderella - 
how old they are, what their 
favourite food is, and so on.

Rumours:
When a player is acting as informant to the Prince they will play a Cinderella 
card to the table. The Prince is very impressionable, and when one of these 
rumours is on the table it will affect who the Prince will select as Cinderella.

Playing this example (“Cinderella does not like books”) will take all Cinderella 
cards with the book icon out of the running to marry the Prince! 4
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Setting up the Game
Each player selects a colour and takes their corresponding "Yes" and "No" 
tokens. The white token should be placed on the table for a player to use later. 
If you are playing with less than four players, return any unused tokens to the 
box.

One of the players is chosen to be the dealer and shuffles the eighteen 
Cinderella cards before dealing four to each player. These cards make up each 
player's hand. (The cards in players' hands should be kept secret at all times.) 
The remaining Cinderella cards are placed face down in the centre of the table 
as a draw deck.

The player with the smallest shoe size will be the starting player for the first 
round.

Playing the Game (with 3-4 players)
A game of Too Many Cinderellas has three steps that must be followed in order:

  1) Rumours are spread throughout the palace about the identity of Cinderella.

  2) A secret informant then tries to persuade the Prince, and finally,

  3) The Prince decides who Cinderella is.
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1) Rumours are spread throughout the palace:
Begininng with the starting player and then proceeding clockwise around the 
table, each player will have the opportunity to spread two rumours throughout 
the palace about the identity of Cinderella.

On their turn, a player must play a card face up to the table. Once a card has 
been played, its rumour (written at the bottom of the card) comes into effect. 
The person represented on the card is no longer considered as a candidate for 
Cinderella as it is no longer in a player's hand.
After the rumour has been played, each player will decide if they wish to use 
their persuasive opinion to sway the Prince from believing it. To do this, each 
player (including the player who had just played the card as a rumour) will 
secretly select either their "Yes" or "No" token, before holding it in their closed 
fist above the table. Once each player has selected their token, players will 
simultaneously reveal their selection.

- If any number of "No" tokens were selected, any and all of them are placed 
on the card being disputed. The Prince has listened to the arguers and this 
most recent rumour is invalid and has no bearing on the identity of Cinderella.
- Any player who revealed their "Yes" token returns it in front of them to use on 
a later turn.
- Players may only use their "No" token once per game. Once it is placed on a 
card it stays there until the end of the game.

Once the tokens have been revealed and resolved, the next player in a 
clockwise direction has their turn placing a single card as a rumour on the 
table, placing it beside all previously played rumours.
Play will go around the table twice, ie: every player has two turns at playing 
rumours to the table (leaving them with a hand of two cards each).
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2) A secret informant tries to persuade the Prince:
There are more matchmakers and informants lurking around the palace than 
even you knew. Before the Prince decides on the identity of Cinderella - his future 
bride - a final, persuasive rumour will be spread about Cinderella's identity.

In this step, the top card is drawn from the face-down deck and added to the 
other rumour cards already placed on the table by the players. If any player still 
has a "No" token, a secret voting round is held over this rumour as with the 
previous rumours placed by the players.

3) The Prince decides who Cinderella is:
The Prince is love-struck. He cannot wait for the identity of his sweetheart to be 
revealed. Eventually he can listen to rumours no longer and must decide - who 
will he marry?

After all the rumours have been played and agreed/disagreed with, all players 
will look at the rumours on the table and compare them with the fact file on 
the cards in their hand. (Rumours with at least one "No" token on them are 
ignored.) If they hold a person in their hand who meets every requirement of 
the true identity of Cinderella, they play that card face-up in front of them, 
presenting that person as a marriage candidate for the Prince. Even if one 
rumour on the table nullifies their card from being Cinderella, that card cannot 
be presented to the Prince. If a player has two cards meeting the requirements 
of Cinderella's identity, they can only play one of them. In this case, they should 
select the card with the higher rank (lower number).

The Prince will then peruse the presented candidates for his bride-to-be. If only 
one card is presented, the Prince will marry the person on that card. If more 
than one possible Cinderella is offered to him, he will marry the person on the 
card with the higher rank.
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If the Prince decides to marry your "Cinderella," you win!

If no players have a suitable candidate for marriage, everyone adds the rank 
numbers of their two remaining cards together. The person with the lowest 
total wins the game. They were not successful in persuading the Prince to 
marry their candidates... but he at least considered it!

Playing the Game (with 2 players)
The rules of play for Too Many Cinderellas stay the same when playing with two 
players, except that the steps of play follow a different pattern.

When playing with two players, the game follows these steps:

  1) A secret rumour is drawn from the deck and players present their tokens,
  2) Players play a rumour each from their hand and present their tokens,
  3) A second secret rumour is drawn from the deck and players present their
      tokens,
  4) Players play their second rumour from their hands and present their
      tokens,
  5) A third secret rumour is drawn from the deck and players present their
      tokens,
  6) The Prince decides who Cinderella is.

In other words, players still play two cards during the game, but a secret 
informant will spread rumours from the deck three times (instead of just once), 
before, between and after the players spread their own rumours.
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Playing Further Rounds
Players may wish to play more than one round of Too Many Cinderellas in a 
sitting. When playing more than one round, the privilege of being Starting 
Player should move clockwise around the group with each round. When a 
player wins a round they collect one of the diamond tokens to show they were 
successful in procuring an engagement for the Prince. The first player to gain 
three diamonds wins!

Card Clari�cations
If cards 2, 3 or 18 are played from the secret informant deck, nothing happens 
- there is no secret rumour. However, players may still place a "No" token on 
these cards to nullify their effects.

If a player plays cards 2 or 3 from their hand (and the card is not vetoed), that 
player is the one who selects which rumour card gains a "No" token (card 2) or 
loses a "No" token (card 3). Of course, if these cards are played before other 
rumours or tokens have been played then nothing happens.

When playing card 2, the player may choose to add the white "No" token to 
any card on the table, including a card that already has a "No" token on it.

When playing card 3, the player may choose to remove a "No" token from a 
card on the table. If that card has more than one token placed upon it they can 
only remove one "No" token, not all of them.
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Card 18's effect is to reverse card ranking. This means, in the case of a tie, the 
card with the lower rank (higher number) will now be married by the Prince. 
Likewise, when no one has a suitable marriage candidate and players add both 
card ranks together to determine a winner, the player with the highest total 
(not lowest) will win the game.

Icon Key

= blonde hair

= brown hair

= black hair

= noble

= books

= glasses

= tea

= male

= rice

= scrumptious 
chocolate cake

= ice cream

= milk


